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For Sale

Unassuming from the street, you would never imagine the size and flow of 82 Thomas Street that awaits beyond the

worker's cottage facade. Pass through the charming exterior and you'll find a joyful design that unfolds gracefully across

several levels, including an expansive pool and private grassy flat yard at the property's rear.A lively entry opens to a

light-filled stairwell that leads down to the upper level of the home which includes an open plan study with sliding walls to

allow for privacy, a multipurpose open space, a large family bathroom and four good-sized bedrooms, including the

primary bedroom. The primary bedroom is a luxurious escape, with a walk-in robe and ensuite that each has its own art

installation pendant lighting pieces (with remote controls). The primary bedroom also features large doors that open out

to a private deck with a secret spot where you can lounge and quietly enjoy the local vista.On the way downstairs lies a

tranquil reading space on a generous landing, which opens out to an expanse of integrated living space, bringing the

outdoors in with a series of large timber-framed sliding doors and windows. A light and airy kitchen is a home cook's

dream and includes a Falcon stove with 2 electric fan-forced ovens and multiple gas cooktops and Integrated kitchen

appliances - 2 Miele dishwashers and an F&P French door fridge/freezer. The kitchen plus a handy butler's pantry easily

service the informal family dining area with its cozy window seat, as well as the more formal dining area, living area and

covered deck. There is a seamless flow from the living space to the very private back deck, with its stunning 13-metre

mineral pool, and plush flat good-sized yard. Thoughtful planting of trees provides not only privacy, but a serene, green

space that belies how close it is to the city and other handy amenities. The downstairs level also includes a full bathroom,

plenty of storage, and a laundry sure to appeal to any family with under-bench accommodations for 2 large capacity

washing machines and 2 large capacity dryers and a drying rail.Other features of this impressive property include 2

Actron ducted air-conditioning systems, Fully wired 4K intelligent camera security system, Ring doorbell system, Wired

for NBN and Foxtel and an extra large 2-car garage with a double-width driveway and room for storage/workspace

(internal entry straight into the house from the garage). 82 Thomas Street is an outstanding family home in a prime

location, a true inner-city sanctuary that offers the convenience of easy access to prestigious local state and private

schools, Rosalie Village, Frew Park, Suncorp Stadium and Brisbane City itself. So call Judi or Michael and arrange an

inspection today, before you miss out.


